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The development of the human brain continues through to early adulthood. It has been suggested that cortical plasticity during this protracted period of development shapes circuits in associative transmodal regions of the brain. Here we considered
how cortical plasticity during development might contribute to the coordinated brain activity required for speech motor
learning. Specifically, we examined patterns of brain functional connectivity (FC), whose strength covaried with the capacity
for speech audio-motor adaptation in children ages 5–12 and in young adults of both sexes. Children and adults showed distinct patterns of the encoding of learning in the brain. Adult performance was associated with connectivity in transmodal
regions that integrate auditory and somatosensory information, whereas children rely on basic somatosensory and motor circuits. A progressive reliance on transmodal regions is consistent with human cortical development and suggests that human
speech motor adaptation abilities are built on cortical remodeling, which is observable in late childhood and is stabilized in
adults.
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Significance Statement
A protracted period of neuro plasticity during human development is associated with extensive reorganization of associative
cortex. We examined how the relationship between FC and speech motor learning capacity are reconfigured in conjunction
with this cortical reorganization. Young adults and children aged 5–12 years showed distinctly different patterns. Mature
brain networks related to learning included associative cortex, which integrates auditory and somatosensory feedback in
speech, whereas the immature networks in children included motor regions of the brain. These patterns are consistent with
the cortical reorganization that is initiated in late childhood. The result provides insights into the human biology of speech as
well as to the mature neural mechanisms for multisensory integration in motor learning.

Introduction
Nonhuman primates are endowed with vocal tracts that are capable of generating sounds like human speech (Fitch et al.,
2016), but even chimpanzees that were raised from birth by
humans are unable to learn to produce speech sounds (Kellogg,
1968). This stands in contrast to the human ability to learn
speech sensorimotor control so well that human adults are able
to adjust articulatory movements to acquire a novel sensorymotor association in a matter of minutes (Houde and Jordan,
1998; Tremblay et al., 2003). The human ability for speech learning demands coordination of movements of various articulators
in sequence and simultaneous monitoring of auditory and
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somatosensory feedback to achieve speech sensory goals.
Because of these complex demands of speech learning, the
neural circuits subserving speech learning in young adults
are composed of diverse associative regions of the brain
including prefrontal, temporal, and parietal cortex as well
as primary sensory and motor cortices (Tourville et al.,
2008; Golfinopoulos et al., 2011; Niziolek and Guenther,
2013; Zheng et al., 2013; Darainy et al., 2019; Johnson et al.,
2019; Floegel et al., 2020). Plastic changes associated with
speech motor learning occur in a network spanning these
associative regions (Floegel et al., 2020). A remaining question is how coordinated brain activity across diverse regions
of the brain emerges over the course of development.
A key to this question may lie in the protracted schedule of
human neurobiological development. The primary beneficiary of
this extended window of plasticity in the human brain is associative cortex: synaptic densities in human primary visual and
somatosensory cortex rapidly drop during childhood while synaptic pruning in the prefrontal cortex continues through to early
adulthood (Sherwood and Gómez-Robles, 2017). These changes
in associative cortex contribute to a reorganization during this
period of functional and structural connectivity (Sotiras et al.,
2017; Baum et al., 2020; Váša et al., 2020). To date, the behavioral
focus on this work has been on cognitive function (Baum et al.,
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Materials and Methods
Experimental design and statistical analysis. Twenty-four adults (9
males and 15 females; age 18–30 years) and 19 children (8 males and 11
females; age 5–12 years; Fig. 1A for age distribution), all monolingual speakers of English participated in this study. All subjects were right-handed and
had no prior neurologic or speech disorders. They had not participated previously in studies involving speech audio-motor adaptation. The Human
Investigation Committee of Yale University approved the experimental protocol. Adult subjects provided written informed consent, and child subjects
provided assent with parental informed consent.
The experiment was designed to identify the neural substrates of the
behavioral plasticity observed in audio-motor adaptation in speech production at different stages of human development. The subjects each
participated in a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) session followed by
a behavioral session (Fig. 1B). The MRI session consisted of a structural
image acquisition, a speech localizer scan, and resting-state scans. In the
behavioral session, subjects produced the task word “beb” (/be b/) while
receiving altered auditory feedback that resulted in the signal sounding
more like “bab” (/bæb/).
Statistical analyses were conducted within each of the adult and child
groups and between the two groups. Details of the analysis for behavioral
data can be found below in Behavioral data analysis. Details of the analysis for imaging data are given below in Functional connectivity analysis
and Psychophysiological interaction analysis.
Imaging data acquisition. Functional connectivity is known to reflect
motor and perceptual processes as well as individual traits and thus can
be a probe to identify the brain basis of variability in human behaviors
and development. To associate functional connectivity with learning
performance, intrinsic brain activity was measured before speech audiomotor adaptation.
The MRI session was conducted in a Siemens Tim Trio 3 tesla MRI
scanner with a 32-channel head coil at the Yale Magnetic Resonance
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2020). However, given the contributions of associative cortex
to speech motor control, the neural circuits involved in speech
learning may emerge as part of this substantial reorganization
of brain functional connectivity (FC). Nevertheless, there is
conflicting evidence with regard to this possibility for speech
development. Specifically, studies of speech motor learning
have found no behavioral changes in speech audio-motor adaptation with development after 4 years of age (Shiller et al.,
2010; MacDonald et al., 2012; Daliri et al., 2018; Caudrelier et
al., 2019; Kim et al., 2020; van Brenk and Terband, 2020).
Consistent with these behavioral findings, the pattern of brain
activity in simple speech production is similar for children
and adults as we will show in the present study, although
adults’ activity is greater in temporal and parietal cortex
(Krishnan et al., 2015). This suggests that the basic architecture of the speech learning circuit may mature in childhood,
and subsequent changes in the circuit may be relatively minor.
To distinguish these possibilities, we examined how strengths
of resting-state functional connectivity were aligned with the
capacity for speech learning in children ages 5–12 and also in
young adults. The capacity for speech learning was assessed
using adaptation to altered auditory information, which is
referred to as altered auditory feedback, an experimental model
of speech motor learning. Comparisons between the two age
groups revealed distinct patterns in the relationship between
brain activity and learning. Connectivity strength, which varied
with learning, was observed in associative regions of the brain in
adults, whereas learning-related connectivity was observed in
sensorimotor regions in children. This result is consistent with
the possibility that the cortical circuit for speech learning
emerges as part of a cortical reorganization that targets associative regions of the brain.
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Figure 1. Profiles of subjects and experimental design. A, Age and gender distributions of
child and adult subjects. B, The experimental design and behavioral performance of adults
(blue) and children (red) in the speech audio-motor adaptation task. Circles and error bars
represent mean values and SEs of changes in the first formant frequency over each of last 30
trials at the hold phase and the last five trials of the washout phase. Shaded areas represent
SEs.
Research Center. The session consisted of a structural image acquisition, a
gradient field map acquisition, and functional image acquisitions in a
speech-localizer scan and in two resting-state scans. The structural image
was acquired with a T1-weighted 3D magnetization-prepared rapid gradient-echo sequence (repetition time, TR = 2530 ms; echo time, TE = 2.77 ms;
slices = 256; thickness = 1.0 mm isotropic with no gap). The functional
images were acquired with a multiband 2D echo-planar imaging sequence
(TR = 1300 ms; TE = 48.2 ms; slices = 72; thickness = 2.0 mm isotropic with
no gap; multiband acceleration factor = 6). Subjects laid supine on a scanner
bed wearing insert earphones with their heads held in place with foam pads.
The speech-localizer scan was used to define regions of interest
(ROIs) for a resting-state functional connectivity analysis. 226 volumes
were acquired in a 294 s scan. Subjects were instructed to listen to words
and to repeat them aloud one time each. They were asked to say their
name when they heard a word they could not identify. Twenty-nine
words were presented through the insert earphones in a rapid eventrelated design with jittered interstimulus intervals. The schedule of the
word presentations was constant across all subjects.
In the resting-state scans, subjects were instructed to lie quietly with
their eyes closed. Two 226-volume recordings were obtained with a 294
s scan for each.
Speech audio-motor adaptation. Altered auditory feedback (AAF;
Houde and Jordan, 1998) was used to measure speech audio-motor adaptation. In this experimental paradigm, subjects are instructed to produce a
task word that typically includes a specific vowel. The vowel sounds produced by subjects are altered to sound similar to another vowel and are
played back to subjects through headphones in real time. Vowels are acoustically characterized by peaks in the envelope of the sound spectrum, called
formant frequencies, and can be altered to sound like another vowel by
shifting the formant frequencies. An upward shift of the lowest formant
[first formant frequency (F1)] makes /e / sound similar to /æ/ (“e” to “a”),
whereas a downward shift makes /e / sound similar to /I/ (“e” to “i”). When
such an alteration is experienced, subjects adaptively change their pronunciation to compensate for the acoustical error regardless of whether they are
aware of it or not (Munhall et al., 2009).
In the present study, subjects wore headphones and a head-mounted
microphone and sat in front of a monitor in a soundproof room. They
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were instructed to produce the task word “beb” when a cartoon character appeared on the monitor. Speech sounds were recorded through a
head-mounted microphone and digitally sampled at 44.1 kHz. In parallel
to the recording, an acoustical effects processor (VoiceOne, TC Helicon)
altered F1 of the recorded sound in real time by shifting up the formant
frequency of the sounds lower than 1.5 kHz, without changing the pitch
(Rochet-Capellan and Ostry, 2011; Shiller and Rochon, 2014). The
altered sounds were mixed with pink noise to prevent subjects from
hearing their own voice via air and bone conduction and then played
back to subjects through headphones. The sound volume of speech was
adjusted on a per-subject basis before starting the speech session. The ratio of the amplitude of pink noise to that of acoustical feedback was held
constant across subjects in this study.
Subjects produced the task word in total 115 times. The initial 30 trials were in a baseline phase in which auditory feedback was not altered.
The baseline F1 value in adults and children was 686 6 18.6 (SE) and
735 6 19.6 Hz, respectively. F1 was gradually shifted upward over the
next 25 trials (the ramp phase), and then the maximal shift was maintained for the following 45 trials (the hold phase). The resultant shifts in
percentage terms in F1 in the hold phase averaged 23.9 6 1.59 (SE) and
26.0 6 2.73% for adults and children, respectively. There was no significant difference in the proportionate change in formant frequency
between these two groups (t(29.6) = 0.700, p = 0.489, d = 0.226; Welch’s t
test). The feedback alteration was turned off for the last 15 trials (the
washout phase). There was one child who did not complete the washout
phase. Subjects were instructed to speak as usual and to keep the sound
volume constant.
Behavioral data analysis. The dependent measure for the speech behavioral session was the amount of audio-motor adaptation and that of
the washout. The speech acoustical signal was resampled at 16 kHz. F1
and second formant frequency (F2) were estimated from the vowel
sounds of the resampled data using Praat software (Boersma and
Weenink, 2018). The vowel sounds were detected based on the intensity
and harmonics-to-noise ratio of the speech sounds. The lowest five peaks
of the spectral envelope were estimated from the vowel sounds every
5 ms with a 25 ms Hamming window using linear predictive coding
(LPC) implemented with Burg’s algorithm (Anderson, 1978). The LPC
order was selected on a per-subject basis to minimize total SDs of F1 and
F2. Formant frequencies were tracked based on the time series of the five
peaks using the Viterbi algorithm. Representative F1 values for each trial
were obtained by taking the mean value over 30 ms centered on the
vowel sound. Individual trials in which F1 values were beyond 2 SDs
from the mean were excluded in subsequent analyses. The time course
of F1 over the session was normalized as the proportionate change relative to the mean F1 over all trials in the baseline phase (trials 1–30). Onesample t tests with Bonferroni–Holm correction for the number of subjects (N = 43) were applied to the normalized F1 values to test whether
individual subjects adapted to altered auditory feedback (one-tailed corrected p , 0.01). The amount of adaptation was quantified as the mean
normalized F1 over last 30 trials in the hold phase (trials 71–100), and
this value was used in subsequent functional connectivity analyses (see
below, Functional connectivity analysis). The amount of washout was
assessed as the difference between the amount of adaptation and the
mean normalized F1 over the last five trials in the washout phase (trials
111–115).
Group-level analyses were conducted to test changes in speech production over a course of the speech adaptation session and differences in
the F1 changes between adults and children. Specifically, the amount of
adaptation and washout (percentage changes relative to baseline) were
tested against zero for each of the adults and children using one-sample t
tests. Each of these two measures was also compared between adults
and children using Welch’s t tests. A series of the t tests was followed by Bonferroni-Holm correction for multiple comparisons.
The proportion of children versus adults who were found to have
adapted was compared using a x 2 test. Effect sizes were computed
with Cohen’s d and Cohen’s h.
Subjects’ concentration on the speech task may account for betweensubject differences in the measure of adaptation. For example, a particular child who was less concentrated on the task may show less adaptation
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to AAF. To address this issue, we assessed the reaction time (RT) that
was taken to produce the task word after the initiation of the trial. RTs
were averaged over all trials on a per-subject basis, and then the relationship between RT and the amount of adaptation was tested in each of
adults and children using Spearman partial correlation controlling for
the age of the subjects.
Imaging data preprocessing. The brain extraction from the structural
images was performed using optiBET (Lutkenhoff et al., 2014) and used
for the registration of functional images into standard space. The skullstripped image was also segmented into cortical and subcortical regions
using Freesurfer (version 5.3.0; Fischl, 2012) to identify white matter and
ventricle regions. The identified regions were used in the resting-state
data analysis to remove nuisance signals.
Functional images acquired in the speech-localizer scan and the two
resting-state scans were preprocessed using AFNI (versions 19.2.16 and
19.2.26; Cox, 1996), except for the static magnetic field (B0) correction
and the independent component analysis (ICA), which were both conducted using FSL (version 5.0.9; Jenkinson et al., 2012). The processing
consisted of the removal of first two volumes, B0 correction using fieldmap images, slice-timing correction, motion correction, alignment
between the functional and structural images, nonlinear registration
onto the ICBM 2009c nonlinear asymmetric template in Talairach space,
provided by AFNI, and spatial smoothing with full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) 5 mm. For the resting-state data, after the B0 correction,
spike events were identified in the preprocessed data and replaced to fit
a smooth curve.
Accuracy of the nonlinear registration. The imaging data of children
as well as adults were registered onto the adult brain template, ICBM
2009c, to enable statistical comparisons of brain activity in the common
space. The mismatch between the template image of adults and the morphology of the brain of children might cause registration errors and
thereby contaminate statistical comparisons between adults and children. To assess this possibility, we evaluated the difference in accuracy of
the registration conducted for adults and children. Planes representing
the central sulcus, lateral sulcus, superior temporal sulcus, and inferior
precentral sulcus of the individual brains and of the ICBM 2009c brain
were created by manually tracing the sulci on each slice of the brain
image with 3 mm lines. These sulci were selected because these were easily traceable and could be anatomic landmarks for our ROIs. The planes
representing the sulci of individual brains were aligned using the nonlinear registration that was used in the imaging data preprocessing and
then compared with the ICMB 2009c planes using the Dice coefficient.
This process quantified the overlap of the sulci of individual brains and
those of the ICBM 2009c brain. If the accuracy of the registration for
children is worse than that for adults, then Dice coefficients for children
should be lower than those for adults. This hypothesis was tested by
Welch’s t test on arcsine-transformed Dice coefficients.
ROI identification. In an individual-level analysis following preprocessing, the processed image was scaled and then a general linear model
(GLM) analysis was conducted using AFNI’s 3dREMLfit. GLM was performed including regressors for experimental design convolved with
AFNI’s SPMG2 basis function (canonical hemodynamic response function with its temporal derivative), the 12 motion parameters (mean and
temporal derivative of the motion parameters), and a polynomial function accounting for a trend signal, controlling autocorrelation structure
of the signals. Adjacent TRs in which motion between successive time
points exceeded 0.35 mm were censored out. 2.49 6 0.924 (SE) and
27.9 6 4.46% of volumes were censored out in adults and children,
respectively. The proportion of volumes censored out in adults was significantly smaller than that in children (t(19.6) = 5.58, p , 0.0001, d =
1.91; Welch’s t test).
The group-level analysis identified brain regions showing positive
and negative blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) responses to the
speech task using a mixed-effects model implemented using AFNI’s
3dMEMA. The smoothness of the image was modeled as a nonGaussian spatial autocorrelation function (ACF), averaged at a group
level and used in AFNI’s 3dClustSim to obtain nearest-neighbor, facetouching, two-sided cluster thresholds via a Monte Carlo simulation
(Cox et al., 2017; two-tailed voxel-wise p , 0.002, cluster significant level
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Table 1. List of ROIs used in the resting-state analysis
Right hemisphere (mm)
ROI

RL

AP

S1/M1
A1
Pre-SMA
IFG
OP1
PF
aSTG/STS
pSTG/STS
Pu
CbVI
CbVIII

–48
–43

10
19

–56
–36
–54
–57
–62
–20
–19
–28

–12
23
26
1
23
–1
55
45

Left hemisphere (mm)
z

RL

AP

IS

z

33
8

9.85
8.53

11
15
22
–5
7
8
–22
–46

3.94
7.86
5.01
8.58
9.42
8.52
9.09
5.41

48
36
2
52
39
53
51
60
19
25
32

8
28
1
–12
22
40
5
24
–1
55
40

32
10
60
11
14
24
–2
9
8
–22
–42

9.24
9.42
8.21
5.91
8.00
7.91
6.76
8.85
8.93
9.81
4.67

IS

Coordinates are given in Talairach space in RAI order. z, z-Values of activity in the localizer session computed
from data taken from adults and children together; RL, right-left; AP, anterior-posterior; IS, inferior-superior.

a , 0.01). The group-level analysis was conducted for each of withinadults, within-children, and across-groups to define ROIs for each.
ROIs for the seed-based functional connectivity analysis (see below,
Functional connectivity analysis) were selected based on the statistical
result obtained in the across-groups analysis. ROIs were defined as 6
mm spheres centered on the local maxima in the speech-localizer task in
the following target areas: primary somatosensory and motor cortex (S1/
M1), primary auditory cortex (A1), secondary somatosensory cortex
(OP1), presupplementary motor area (pre-SMA), posterior superior
temporal gyrus and sulcus (pSTG/STS), anterior superior temporal gyrus
and sulcus (aSTG/STS), anterior supramarginal gyrus (PF), inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), putamen (Pu) and cerebellum lobule VI (CbVI) and
VIII (CbVIII). Table 1 shows lists of ROIs and associated Talairach coordinates [in mm, Right-Anterior-Inferior (RAI) order]. Peak activity was
located at the central sulcus, between M1 and S1. Accordingly, we did
not select ROIs for these regions separately.
The resting-state data preprocessing. ICA, implemented using FSL’s
MELODIC (Beckmann and Smith, 2004), followed the common preprocessing (see above, Imaging data preprocessing) to obtain nuisance signals to be regressed out. Specifically, after removing a polynomial
function accounting for a trend signal from the preprocessed data, independent components (ICs) were estimated from the detrended data by
MELODIC and manually labeled as noise or not in accordance with
guidelines recommended in previous studies (Kelly et al., 2010; Griffanti
et al., 2017). Furthermore, to keep criteria for the noise classification
constant across images, FMRIB’s ICA-based Xnoiseifier (FIX; Griffanti
et al., 2014) was trained based on our own hand-labeling and the spatiotemporal features of ICs of all images, and then the trained FIX classified
the ICs as noise or not. The number of ICs automatically determined by
MELODIC was on average 47.0 6 1.15 (SE). 36.6 6 0.0134 (SE) and
36.3 6 0.0237% of the ICs were classified as noise by FIX for adults and
children, respectively. These proportions of noise ICs were comparable
to or smaller than in previous studies (Smith et al., 2009, 2013; Kelly et
al., 2010; Rummel et al., 2013; Geranmayeh et al., 2014; Griffanti et al.,
2014). There was no significant difference in a proportion of noise ICs
between adults and children (t(29.1) = 0.131, p = 0.896, d = 0.0424;
Welch’s t test).
To obtain data free from nuisance signals such as artifact related to
head motion and physiological and MR scanner noise, the time series of
the noise ICs, the 12 motion parameters, the most dominant three principal components estimated from signals at lateral ventricles (Behzadi et
al., 2007), a local time series of white matter estimated by ANATICOR
(Jo et al., 2010), a trend of the preprocessed data, and a time series representing censored time points were regressed out from the preprocessed
data. Adjacent TRs in which motion exceeded 0.35 mm were censored
out. 6.29 6 3.08 (SE) and 14.8 6 3.95% of volumes were censored out in
adults and children, respectively. There was no significant difference in a
proportion of volumes censored out between adults and children
(t(36.1) = 1.700, p = 0.0976, d = 0.530; Welch’s t test) nor no significant relationship between proportions of volumes censored out and days

of age within the child group [r = 0.328, p = 0.407; the bias-corrected
accelerated (BCa), bootstrap test on Pearson correlation].
Functional connectivity analysis. A subject-level GLM was applied to
the preprocessed resting-state data to obtain individual measures of FC.
For each ROI separately, the BOLD time series averaged within a ROI
(see above, ROI identification) and time series representing censored
time points were regressed against the whole-brain signal to quantify FC
as the regression coefficient.
The group-level analysis was conducted individually for adults and
children and also across the two groups. For the group-level adult and
the group-level children analyses, the relationship between FC and the
amount of adaptation (see above, Behavioral data analysis) was assessed
using a mixed-effects model that included individual FC (regression
coefficients and their variabilities, t statistics) along with the amounts of
adaptation as covariates. For the across-groups analysis, the relationship
between development and FC related to speech learning was assessed in
the mixed-effect model with covariate interaction. Specifically, we compared strengths of AAF-related FC, which is the slope of FC against the
amount of adaptation, between adults and children by testing the difference in the effect of the covariate. To assess the statistical reliability of
AAF-related FC measures, a non-Gaussian spatial ACF for each subject
was averaged at the group level and then used in 3dClustSim to obtain
nearest-neighbor, face-touching, two-sided cluster thresholds via a
Monte Carlo simulation. The multiple comparisons were performed
with two-tailed voxel-wise p , 0.002 and cluster significance level of
a , 0.05/21, which was adjusted in terms of the number of ROIs
(N = 21) by Bonferroni correction.
Psychophysiological interaction analysis. To better distinguish auditory from somatosensory sources of AAF-related FC in our resting-state
dataset, we conducted further tests that applied the generalized form of
the context-dependent psychophysiological interaction (PPI) analysis
(McLaren et al., 2012) to two task-based datasets. One dataset came
from the speech production localizer task of the present study, and the
other, which involved simple motor tasks, was taken from first 20 subjects of the preprocessed 1200 Subject Release of Human Connectome
Project (HCP S1200; Van Essen et al., 2012; Barch et al., 2013). The
speech task in our study required subjects to listen to words and repeat
them aloud. The simple movements in the Connectome dataset involved
repetitive hand, foot, and tongue movements. The speech task differs
from the simple movements (apart from the specific body parts
involved) in that the speech task recruits the auditory system as well as
the basic somatomotor areas that are involved in simple motor task. By
comparing the patterns of connectivity in the two tasks, we sought clues
to whether connectivity in our own resting-state dataset was related to
somatomotor or auditory function in speech. This analysis was only conducted for adults.
The 20 subjects of HCP S1200 data (11 males and 9 females) were
ages 22–35 years and had no prior neurologic disorders. The imaging
data were acquired on a Siemens Skyra 3-tesla MRI scanner with gradients customized for the HCP and a 32-channel head coil (TR = 720 ms;
TE = 33.1 ms; slices = 72; thickness = 2.0 mm isotropic with no gap; multiband acceleration factor = 8; see details in Uğurbil et al., 2013). The
simple motor task consisted of four blocks of hand movements, four
blocks of foot movements, and two blocks of tongue movements. In
each block, subjects were presented with visual cues for 3 s and then
tapped their left or right fingers, squeezed their left and right toes, or
moved their tongue for 12 s. Two 284-volume recordings were obtained.
The data that had been registered in the Montreal Neurologic Institute
space by HCP preprocessing were warped into Talairach space and spatial smoothed with FWHM 5 mm as we did for our own data (see above,
Imaging data preprocessing).
PPI analysis was applied to the preprocessed data on a per-subject
basis for each dataset. To obtain seed and PPI regressors that cannot be
accounted for by task-evoked responses, we conducted a first of two
GLM analyses that included regressors for experimental design convolved with basis functions (AFNI’s SPMG2 for the speech task and
AFNI’s dmUBLOCK for the simple motor task), the 12 motion parameters, a polynomial function accounting for a trend signal, the first three
principal components estimated from signals in the lateral ventricles,
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p = 0.000192, d = 1.24 for children; p values
are corrected) and the amounts of adapta+8.0
tion did not significantly differ between
the two groups (t(34.1) = 1.02, uncorrected
p = 0.316, d = 0.320). The amount of washB
D
out was significantly different from zero in
+3.1
adults but not in children (t(23) = 2.84,
−3.1
p = 0.0375, d = 0.579 for adults; t(17) =
0.746,
p = 0.866, d = 0.176 for children; p
−4.0
values are corrected). The difference in the
Figure 2. A–C, Brain activation in speech perception and production in children (A), adults (B), and data together (C). D,
amount of washout between the two
Difference in activity between adults and children, adults–children. Each panel shows z-values resulting from volume-based
groups was not reliable (t(28.3) = 0.795,
analysis projected onto a cortical surface model (Saad et al., 2005) and cerebellum flat map (Diedrichsen and Zotow, 2015)
uncorrected p = 0.433, d = 0.260). There
for visualization purposes.
were no reliable differences between adults
and children in a proportion of subjects
and the locally averaged time series of white matter estimated using
who showed adaptive responses ( x 21 =
ANATICOR. The seed regressor was the time course of the residual sig0.179, p = 0.673, h = 0.129). There was also no reliable relationnal obtained from the first GLM averaged over the seed. To construct
ship between the amount of final adaptation and days of age for
PPI regressors, the seed regressor was deconvolved with AFNI’s SPMG1
children (r = 0.0794, p = 0.699; BCa bootstrap test on Pearson
basis function, multiplied with experimental design, and reconvolved
correlation).
with the basis function. We then conducted a second GLM analysis that
A larger trial to trial fluctuation in F1 values was observed in
included the seed and PPI regressors as well as all regressors of the first
children (Fig. 1B). We tested for a relationship between variabiliGLM. Resultant coefficients of PPI regressors represent changes in FC
ty in F1 and adaptation performance. There was no reliable relastrength that were caused by task but cannot be accounted for by the
tionship between variability in F1 in the baseline and the amount
response directly evoked by task. PPI effects of interest were assessed as
of adaptation in either adults or children (r = –0.134, p = 0.636
the mean coefficients of PPI regressors over the region, which showed
significant AAF-related FC with the seed (see highlighted area in Figs. 3,
for adults; r = 0.000767, p = 0.850 for children; BCa bootstrap test
4; see Results, Neural substrates of behavioral plasticity in speech audioon Pearson correlation). Moreover, there was no reliable differmotor adaptation).
ence in within-group variability in the amount of adaptation
In the group-level analysis, the mean PPI effects were tested against
between the two groups (F(18,23) = 1.56, p = 0.315). This suggests
zero using BCa bootstrap one-sample tests followed by the Bonferronithat there is no relationship between variability of speech motor
Holm correction for the number of PPIs of interest (N = 16; 2 tasks  8
control and speech audio-motor adaptation.
FC). Among the samples included in 16 tests (24 samples of the speech
Attention to the speech task as assessed using RT may
task  8 tests 1 20 samples of the simple motor task  8 tests), three
account
for between-subject differences in the amount of adaptawere beyond 2.8 SDs from the mean of each test and were excluded
tion. To test for this possibility, a partial correlation analysis that
from the analysis.
controlled for subjects’ age was conducted. A reliable relationship between the amount of final adaptation and mean RT was
Results
not found in either adults or children (r = 0.0749, t(21) = 0.344,
The present study examined the development of neural networks
p = 0.734 for adults; r = 0.149, t(16) = 0.603, p = 0.555 for chilunderlying the behavioral plasticity observed in speech sensoridren). This suggests that differences in adaptation behavior that
motor learning. Intrinsic brain activity in two age groups, 5–12
were observed in this study are unlikely to be accounted for by
and 18–30 years old, was measured before speech audio-motor
differences in concentration on the task, as assessed using RT.
adaptation (Fig. 1B). We assessed the relationships among brain
Overall, both adults and children successfully adapted to the
networks, learning performance and development.
auditory feedback alteration, and their adaptive responses were
similar. This indicates that any differences in brain activity measBehavioral performance
ures between adults and children cannot be accounted for by difSubjects in both of the adult and child groups produced lower
ferences in adaptation performance.
F1, more “bib”-like, sounds to compensate for an upward shift of
F1 in auditory feedback, which makes “beb” more “bab”-like (triBrain activity differences in speech perception and
als 56–100 in Fig. 1B). This adaptive response to feedback alteraproduction
tion was measured as changes in F1 relative to baseline. The
We measured brain activity in speech perception and production
amount of final adaptation achieved at trials 71–100 was on averto identify regions of interest for the resting-state analyses.
age 6.39 and 8.30% of baseline F1 in adults and children (;27
Figure 2, A and B, show brain activity during the localizer session
and 32% of the magnitude of the perturbations), respectively.
in which adults and children were listening to the sounds of
79.2% of adults and 73.7% of children were found to have
words and repeating these once each inside the scanner. Positive
adapted to altered feedback. When the feedback alteration was
BOLD responses were observed in diverse regions including inferemoved, adults gradually returned to baseline speech sounds,
rior prefrontal gyrus, insula, sensorimotor cortex related to
whereas children kept producing more “bib”-like sounds (trials
speech articulation and vocalization, auditory cortex, occipital
101–115 in Fig. 1B). Changes in F1 relative to the baseline
cortex, thalamus, putamen, and cerebellum. Negative BOLD
observed in the last five washout trials were 3.59 and 7.74% in
responses relative to baseline activity were observed in the infeadults and children, respectively.
rior parietal lobe of adults and in the superior frontal sulcus of
A series of t tests revealed that the amount of adaptation in
children. Based on these responses and the findings of previous
each of adults and children was significantly different from zero
speech production and perception studies (Tourville et al., 2008;
(t(23) = 5.83, p , 0.0001, d = 1.19 for adults; t(18) = 5.41,
Rauschecker and Scott, 2009; Hickok, 2012; Niziolek and
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Figure 3. FC patterns in which the strength of the connectivity was significantly correlated with the amount of adaptation in adults. A–D, Red circles superimposed onto volume images
indicate locations of right IFG (A), pre-SMA (B), left CbVIII (C), and left aSTS ROIs (D). Highlighted color on cortical surface maps represent z-values within clusters detected by the analysis.
Scatter plots show linear relationships between the amount of adaptation and mean FC over the detected cluster. Image labels such as 54R indicate the right side of the brain 54 mm from the
midline. aalf, Anterior ascending ramus of the lateral fissure; iprs, inferior precentral sulcus; prpacs, preparacentral sulcus; cgs, cingulate sulcus; sa, sulcus acousticus.

Guenther, 2013; Zheng et al., 2013; Johnson et al., 2019; Floegel
et al., 2020), we selected ROIs for subsequent analysis from
the activity observed in the across-group analysis, as shown
in Table 1.
The overall pattern of brain activity in the listen and repeat localizer task was basically similar for the two groups, but the taskrelated response of children was weaker, and its spatial extent
was more restricted than that of adults. Figure 2D shows a comparison of speech-related responses between adults and children.
Differences in BOLD responses between the groups were
observed in dorsal premotor and superior parietal areas. No significant differences were observed in the other regions, in particular speech sensorimotor circuits, which suggest that activity
related to speech production was comparable in children and
adults. There was no region in which the magnitude of the taskrelated response was correlated with the amount of adaptation
neither for adults nor children (voxel-wise p , 0.002, nonGaussian ACF corrected cluster significant level a . 0.05),
implying that there is no relationship between feedback-based
adaptation performance and the brain activity observed in
speech production under conditions of veridical feedback.
To carry out statistical comparisons of the imaging data in a
common space, the images of children as well as those of adults
were aligned to an adult brain template. To assess a potential
bias caused by this mismatch, we compared the accuracy of the

registration from individual brains to the template brain for
adults and children separately. The similarity in the location of
the sulci of the template brain and those of the individual brains
warped onto the template brain was quantified with the Dice
coefficient. The Dice coefficient was on average 0.581 6 0.00667
(SE) and 0.581 6 0.00791 for adults and children, respectively.
There was no reliable difference between adults and children
(t(40.5) = 0.0398, p = 0.968, d = 0.0120), indicating that the nonlinear registration worked as well for children as for adults.
Neural substrates of behavioral plasticity in speech audiomotor adaptation
To identify the neural substrates of the behavioral plasticity
observed in each of the adults and children, we detected brain
areas in which resting-state FC measures were correlated with
the amount of adaptation. ROIs were derived from task-related
responses in an across-group analysis (Table 1). ROIs were tested
separately for each hemisphere.
Figure 3 focuses on adults. It shows for each seed region those
clusters of voxels whose FC values were significantly correlated
with the amount of adaptation. The main finding was the presence of significant relationships linking right IFG and associative
sensory regions of the brain. Specifically, it was observed that FC
between right IFG (area 44) and both left aSTS and right posterior supramarginal gyrus and anterior angular gyrus (PFG/PG;
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Figure 4. FC patterns in which the strength of connectivity is significantly correlated with the amount of adaptation in children. A, B, Red circles superimposed onto volume images indicate
locations of left S1/M1 (A), and right S1/M1 ROIs (B). Highlighted color on cortical surface maps represents z-values within clusters detected by the analysis. Scatter plots show linear relationships between the amount of adaptation and mean FC over the cluster, with individual values given as circles whose size corresponds to the age of the children. ifs, Inferior frontal sulcus; cs,
central sulcus.

von Economo and Koskinas, 1925; Margulies and Petrides, 2013;
Petrides, 2014) were positively correlated with the amount of adaptation (Fig. 3A; cluster size = 9.28 mm3, r = 0.674, p , 0.0001
for left aSTS; cluster size = 9.67 mm3, r = 0.692, p , 0.0001 for
right PFG/PG). In addition, FC between right IFG and each of
bilateral PF and anterior insula negatively predicted individual
differences in the amount of adaptation (Fig. 3A; cluster size = 11.7
and 12.9 mm3 for left and right hemispheres, r = 0.791,
p , 0.0001 for PF; cluster size = 14.4 and 15.0 mm3 for left and right
hemispheres, r = 0.815, p , 0.0001 for insula). Connectivity values, which positively predicted learning, were also observed in FC
between pre-SMA and right IFG around the anterior ascending
ramus of the lateral fissure (areas 44 and 45), between left CbVIII
and bilateral PF, and between left aSTS and right PFG (Fig. 3B–D;
cluster size = 9.73 mm3, r = 0.705, p , 0.0001 for pre-SMA; cluster
size = 10.3 and 11.8 mm3 for left and right hemispheres, r = 0.898,
p , 0.0001 for left CbVIII; cluster size = 10.9 mm3, r = 0.772,
p , 0.0001 for left aSTS). These patterns of AAF-related FC suggest
that right area 44 works together with associative sensory regions
distributed over the brain to calibrate the mapping between speech
sounds and articulations.
A separate analysis for children detected patterns of AAFrelated FC that were different from those in adults. In children,
FC between bilateral S1/M1 and each of posterior rostral cingulate zone (RCZ) and left anterior insular cortex were positively
correlated with the amount of adaptation (Fig. 4; cluster
size = 10.3 mm3, r = 0.780, p , 0.0001 for left S1/M1-RCZ; cluster
size = 10.2 mm3, r = 0.764, p = 0.00115 for right S1/M1-RCZ;
cluster size = 10.2 mm3, r = 0.824, p , 0.0001 for right S1/M1insula). There were no other significant relationships between
connectivity and learning in either children or adults.
We conducted additional analyses to rule out the possibility that
the different patterns observed in children and adults might be
related to factors such as movement in the scanner. This possibility
was assessed by testing the relationship between the average motion
as measured in AFNI and amount of the adaptation. There was no
significant correlation between these two parameters (r = 0.181,
p = 0.385; BCa bootstrap test on Pearson correlation). We also tested
the relationship between the amount of the adaptation and the average FC over the detected clusters including each subject’s average
motion as a confound. Even after accounting for differences between
subjects in movement, all of the relationships shown in Figure 4 were
still reliable (r = 0.757, t(16) = 4.64, p = 0.000275 for left S1/M1-RCZ;
r = 0.778, t (16) = 4.96, p = 0.000142 for right S1/M1-RCZ; r = 0.836,
t(16) = 6.10, p , 0.0001 for right S1/M1-insula; Spearman partial correlation). These two analyses argue against the possibility that AAFrelated FC patterns in children were because of cortical activity associated with body movements during the MR scans.
The separate analyses reported above for adults and children
raise the possibility that the mature capacity for speech

adaptation involves interactions between right area 44 and associative sensory areas, whereas the immature architecture of the
child’s brain relies on more basic somatic and motor regions to
produce the recalibration needed to acquire a novel audio-motor
association. This idea was tested in an analysis that involved a
direct comparison of differences in the strength of AAF-related
FC between adults and children. Significant differences between
adults and children were observed in AAF-related FC between
right IFG and each of right PFG/PG and right PF, between preSMA and right IFG, and between S1/M1 and each of posterior
RCZ and left insula (Fig. 5). Subsequent correlation analyses
between the amount of adaptation and mean FC within the
detected cluster revealed distinct patterns for children and adults
in the relationship between adaptation and FC. Specifically,
except for connectivity related to right IFG, the sign of the associations between connectivity and adaptation was opposite for
children and adults, and these correlations were significant
within each group (Table 2).
We reasoned that if the oppositely signed correlation between
the amount of adaptation and the strength of connectivity is a
matter of development, then the AAF-FC correlations that are
observed in children should be closer to those of adults in older
children. As a preliminary test of this idea, we split the children
into two groups, with subjects being either younger or older than
9 years old (N = 8 and 11 for younger and older). We then computed correlations between AAF and FC with each of pre-SMA
and bilateral S1/M1 as seed regions because these areas showed a
significant change in sign in connectivity patterns between children and adults.
As expected, younger children showed steeper AAF-FC relationships in which the signs were opposite to those of adults (Fig.
6). Steeper negative relationships were observed in younger children in FC of pre-SMA to IFG (r = 0.834 and 0.262,
p = 0.0192 and 0.399 for younger and older children; BCa bootstrap test on the Pearson correlation). Steeper positive relationships were also obtained in younger children in FC of S1/M1RCZ and S1/M1-insula (r = 0.848 and 0.566, p = 0.00903 and
0.0520 for left S1/M1-RCZ of younger and older children;
r = 0.826 and 0.482, p = 0.0328 and 0.111 for right S1/M1-RCZ;
r = 0.934 and 0.260, p = 0.00311 and 0.329 for right S1/M1-insula,
again for younger and older children; BCa bootstrap test on
Pearson correlation). The fact that increasingly adult-like patterns of connectivity are observed in the oldest children suggests
that associations between behavioral plasticity in speech learning
and brain networks evolve in late childhood.
Somatosensory versus auditory contributions to AAF-related
FC
We found that in adults, resting-state FC between area 44 in the
right IFG and diverse associative regions of the brain is related to
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Figure 5. Regions in which the strength of the relationship between FC and adaptation was significantly different between adults (Ad.) and children (Ch.). A–D, Red circles superimposed
onto volume images indicate locations of right IFG (A), pre-SMA (B), left S1/M1 (C), and right S1/M1 ROIs (D; Figs. 3 and 4 show larger pictures). Highlighted color on cortical surface maps represents z-values within clusters detected by the analysis. Scatter plots show linear relationships between the amount of adaptation and mean FC over the cluster, with individual values given
as circles whose size corresponds to the ages of the children. Significant and nonsignificant relationships are denoted with solid and dashed lines, respectively (p , 0.01; Table 2).

speech audio-motor adaptation. To interpret the functional roles
of these FC patterns, we examined in a PPI analysis how FC is
modulated in our speech task and in a simple motor task. We
reasoned that the resting-state connectivity patterns in our data,
which are also seen in the PPI analysis of simple motor tasks,
might reflect effects related to motor efferent and somatosensory
afferent activity. In contrast, connectivity patterns seen in the
PPI analysis of the speech motor task may reflect audio-motor
effects.
The PPI connectivity patterns of right IFG differed for the
two tasks. Connectivity with each of bilateral PF and insula were
observed in the simple motor task, whereas PPI connectivity
with right PFG/PG and left aSTS were seen in the speech motor
task (Fig. 7A; p = 0.0211 for PF in motor; p = 0.0211 for insula in
motor; p , 0.0001 for PFG/PG in speech; p = 0.0113 for aSTS in
speech; p . 0.05 for the others; p values are corrected). This suggests that the former connectivity patterns are primarily somatic,
whereas the latter reflect auditory-related connectivity. In the
resting-state data presented above, individuals with weaker functional connectivity between area 44 and each of PF and insula
(which are both somatic) show better adaptation, whereas those
with greater connectivity between area 44 and each of PFG/PG
and aSTS (both auditory) showed better adaptation (Fig. 3A).
The differing patterns of PPI connectivity of IFG in the two tasks
suggests that associative somatosensory areas (PF and insula)

Table 2. Resting state FC of which strength of coupling with the amount of
adaptation was significantly different between adults and children
Cluster
ROI
r IFG

Region

r PFG/PG
r PF
Pre-SMA r IFG
l S1/M1 RCZ
r S1/M1 l Insula
RCZ

Adults
RL AP IS z

mm3 r

–53
–61
–47
1
39
–1

9.78
12.2
9.81
12.0
12.1
10.6

61
19
–19
–5
–9
–13

26
24
8
40
4
34

4.41
–3.95
4.74
–4.36
–4.66
–4.81

Children
p

r

p

0.655 ,0.0001 –0.352
0.077
–0.769 ,0.0001 –0.0816 0.664
0.633 0.00135 –0.567
0.00336
–0.588 0.00296 0.756 ,0.0001
–0.639 0.00104 0.782 ,0.0001
–0.569 ,0.0001 0.715 ,0.0001

Coordinates are given in Talairach space in RAI order. z, Maximum z-value testing adults . children within
each cluster; r, correlation coefficient resulting from correlation analyses of the relationship between the
amount of AAF and the average strength of FC within a corresponding cluster; p, p value resulting from correlation analyses of the relationship between the amount of AAF and the average strength of FC within a
corresponding cluster; RL, right-left; AP, anterior-posterior; IS, inferior-superior; r, right; l, left.

interact with right area 44 in a manner that is opposite to that of
associative auditory areas (PFG/PG and aSTS) possibly to tolerate somatic error for successful adaptation to altered auditory
feedback.
Further PPI related measures are as follows: Connectivity
between pre-SMA and right IFG and between left CbVIII and
bilateral PF was observed in both of the tasks (Fig. 7B,C;
p , 0.0001 for pre-SMA-IFG in motor; p = 0.00965 for preSMA-IFG in speech; p = 0.00123 for CbVIII-PF in motor;
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Figure 6. Relationship between the strength of functional connectivity and the amount of adaptation in children ages 5–9 years (red) and ages 9–12 years (cyan). Individuals are shown as
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Figure 7. PPI of AAF-related functional connectivity in our speech task and a simple motor task taken from the Human
Our functional connectivity analysis
Connectome Project. A–E, ROIs were right IFG (A), pre-SMA (B), left CbVIII (C), left aSTS (D), and bilateral S1/M1 (E; Figs. 3,
showed that children and adults had oppo4). Circles and error bars represent mean values and SEs of corresponding PPIs. Filled and unfilled circles indicate the speech
site patterns of correlation between learntask and simple motor task, respectively. Asterisks denote corrected p , 0.05. Ins, Insula.
ing and functional connectivity. This flip
may be associated with a previous finding
p = 0.0112 for CbVIII-PF in speech; p values are corrected).
that there are two distinct modes in the deConnectivity between left aSTS and right PFG and between bilatvelopment of functional connectivity—conservative regions, coreral S1/M1 and posterior RCZ was found in the speech task but
responding to basic sensory and motor cortices, are the regions
not in the simple motor task (Fig. 7D,E; p , 0.0001 for aSTSin which connections are already strong by early adolescence and
PFG in speech; p = 0.00236 for bilateral S1/M1-RCZ in speech;
strengthen further in young adults, whereas mutable regions,
p . 0.05 for the others; p values are corrected).
corresponding to associative cortices, are the regions in which
connections are initially strong and weaken in adulthood (Váša
et al., 2020). We found the neurobehavioral patterns of children
Discussion
in conservative regions and the patterns of adults in mutable
Primate cerebral cortex is organized in terms of a functional graregions, suggesting that reconfigurations of cortex may lead the
dient that spans primary sensory and motor cortices and transdistinct encoding patterns of speech learning in the developing
modal associative regions (Margulies et al., 2016) and extends to
brain. Together, the distinct patterns observed across the two age
anatomic properties such as white-matter architecture (Vázquezgroups suggest that human abilities to learn speech are built on
Rodríguez et al., 2019; Baum et al., 2020), intercortical myelinacortical remodeling that is observable in late childhood and is
tion (Huntenburg et al., 2017; Burt et al., 2018), and laminar difstabilized in adults.
ferentiation (Paquola et al., 2019). Within this macroscale
Reciprocal connections between ventrolateral prefrontal/preorganization, basic sensory and motor regions mature in early
motor cortex and sensory systems are central to speech sensorichildhood, whereas frontoparietal and default mode networks,
motor learning (Rauschecker and Scott, 2009; Houde and
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Nagarajan, 2011; Tourville and Guenther, 2011; Hickok, 2012).
In the present study, we observed that connectivity between area
44 and each of PFG/PG and aSTS was positively related to the
amount of subsequent adaptation and connectivity between area
44 and PF was negatively related. These neural circuits are
thought to be associated with the establishment of sensory targets
and motor commands over the course of learning (Houde and
Nagarajan, 2011; Tourville and Guenther, 2011). In particular, it
has been proposed that right IFG serves to translate errors in auditory feedback detected in associative auditory regions into corrective motor commands (Tourville and Guenther, 2011; Floegel
et al., 2020). Imaging studies have found that right IFG activity is
suppressed during normal speech production, which presumably
relies less on error-based processes (Blank et al., 2002), whereas
the activity increases during speech with AAF (Tourville and
Guenther, 2011; Johnson et al., 2019; Floegel et al., 2020).
Inferior frontal gyrus responds to speech feedback perturbations
concurrently with superior temporal regions distributed from
anterior to posterior and parietal regions including PF, PFG or
PG (Tourville et al., 2008; Niziolek and Guenther, 2013; Zheng et
al., 2013; Johnson et al., 2019; Floegel et al., 2020), and functional
connectivity among these regions changes in association with adaptation (Floegel et al., 2020). Transcranial magnetic stimulation
and aphasia studies showed disruption of PF, and PFG degrades
speech audio-motor control (Shum et al., 2011; Rogalsky et al.,
2015; Behroozmand et al., 2018).
Area 44 was found to be functionally connected with the
insula. Adaptation varied inversely with connectivity strength.
Imaging and aphasia studies have observed insular involvement
in aspects of speech production such as speech planning
(Dronkers, 1996), motor coordination (Ackermann and Riecker,
2004), and feedback processing (Kleber et al., 2013, 2017;
Woolnough et al., 2019). In particular, an interaction of auditory
and somatosensory feedback was observed in the insula—its activity during singing was downregulated by anesthesia of the
vocal folds and upregulated by masking sung sounds (Kleber et
al., 2013, 2017). The result of our PPI analysis, which indicated
that connectivity between area 44 and insula is somatic, suggests
that somatosensory aspects of insular activity may tap into the
cortical speech circuit via this connection.
It was observed that functional connectivity between a preSMA seed and IFG, areas 44 and 45, was related to speech audiomotor adaptation. Presupplementary motor area is known to
contribute to movement sequencing (Kennerley et al., 2004),
learning of sensorimotor associations (Loh et al., 2020), sensorimotor imagery (Lima et al., 2016), and encoding auditory and
somatosensory information in working memory (Vergara et al.,
2016). Given the potential role of the IFG in updating motor
commands, pre-SMA in combination with IFG may contribute
to learning-related reorganization of speech movement sequences. Alternatively, IFG may need auditory and somatosensory information encoded by pre-SMA in working memory to establish
sensory targets for speech movements. This idea comes from
previous findings on the relationship between working memory
capacity and sensorimotor control in speech and limb movements (Bo and Seidler, 2009; Guo et al., 2017; Sidarta et al., 2018;
Ito et al., 2020). Indeed, the IFG region that we found to work
with the pre-SMA seed is in the area 45 region, where previous
studies found activity associated with visual, somatosensory, and
auditory memory retrieval in delayed match-to-sample tasks
(Kostopoulos and Petrides, 2003, 2016; Kostopoulos et al., 2007).
In domains others than speech, the cerebellum is thought to
take part in sensory-motor mapping by predicting sensory
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consequences of motor commands (Bodranghien et al., 2016). A
previous speech study showed that cerebellar degeneration selectively impairs adaptation to AAF that is introduced predictably,
suggesting that cerebellum may also be related to predictive
aspects of sensorimotor control in speech (Parrell et al., 2017). In
the present study, we found that connectivity between PF and
the CbVIII seed was related to adaptation to predictable AAF.
There are a number of studies that support the contribution of
this connection to sensorimotor adaptation. Cerebellar lobule
VIII activity has been observed in altered auditory and somatosensory feedback in speech (Tourville et al., 2008; Golfinopoulos
et al., 2011). The speech somatosensory feedback study further
observed concurrent PF and CbVIII activity (Golfinopoulos et
al., 2011). Rostral inferior parietal lobule, PF and PFG, are the
targets of output from cerebellum (Bostan et al., 2013). This may
imply that the connection between PF and CbVIII that was
observed here is involved in the mapping between motor and
somatosensory information in speech production.
In children, we observed that functional connectivity between
posterior RCZ, which is rostral to the preparacentral sulcus, and
the S1/M1 seeds was associated with differences in speech audiomotor adaptation. Human cingulate cortex is subdivided into
three regions, caudal cingulate zone, posterior RCZ, and anterior
RCZ (Picard and Strick, 1996). Although these three regions
have anatomic connections with the spinal cord, premotor, M1,
and prefrontal cortex, the more caudal part has denser connections with the spinal cord and motor cortex. Of these three
regions, only posterior and anterior RCZ have face motor representations (Amiez and Petrides, 2014). Posterior and anterior
RCZs are associated with control motor behaviors and feedback
monitoring, respectively (Picard and Strick, 2001; Morecraft and
Tanji, 2009). In speech, the RCZ region is involved in coding
errors in auditory feedback specifically during speech production
(Zheng et al., 2013). Prior experience in audio-motor control
increases RCZ activity during compensation for pitch perturbations (Zarate and Zatorre, 2008). These findings indicate that
RCZ is related to speech sensorimotor control at the level of
function and individual traits. Together, RCZ-S1/M1 connectivity may directly influence articulatory movements based on auditory feedback at a fine control level.
In contrast to differences in learning-related brain connectivity between adults and children, there was little or no difference
in audio-motor adaptation between these two groups, which is
consistent with previous work (Shiller et al., 2010; MacDonald et
al., 2012; Daliri et al., 2018; Caudrelier et al., 2019; Kim et al.,
2020). However, unlike adults, children showed persistent adaptation during washout trials. In work on human limb movement,
sensorimotor adaptation is thought to be a mixture of implicit
processes that bring slow and persistent behavioral change and
explicit processes that result in fast but transient changes (Smith
et al., 2006). There is evidence that implicit processes in motor
learning may mature earlier in human development than explicit
processes (Vasudevan et al., 2011; Rossi et al., 2019). It is thought
that speech motor learning predominantly relies on implicit
processes (Munhall et al., 2009). Nevertheless, given previous
work on limb movement, the absence of washout in children
may result from the later development of explicit processes that
could change behaviors quickly.
The present work advances our understanding of the neural
mechanisms of multisensory integration in motor learning.
Multisensory integration in speech learning was hypothesized to
be a factor contributing to individual differences in susceptibility
to delayed auditory feedback (Yates, 1965). In a case of AAF,
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auditory feedback is shifted away from auditory target by the
perturbation, whereas somatosensory feedback initially remains
within the somatosensory target zone. However, over the course
of adaptation to AAF, somatosensory feedback in turn deviates
from its prelearning target. This trade-off between auditory and
somatosensory feedback was observed behaviorally where individuals who adapted to AAF during speech production failed to
adapt to altered somatosensory feedback (Lametti et al., 2012).
The neural mechanisms that underlie the variability in sensory
preference in motor learning remain uncertain.
The combination of functional connectivity and PPI analyses
on separate datasets here demonstrated that right area 44 has
two sets of AAF-related connections. The connections of area 44
with PF and insula are predominantly somatic, and a weaker
connection predicted a larger amount of adaptation. The connections of area 44 with PFG/PG and aSTS are predominantly auditory, and, in this case, a stronger connection predicted a larger
amount of adaptation. These two sets of the connections of area
44 may be the neuronal homolog of the behavioral finding of
sensory preference mentioned above. These connections may
also contribute to typical speech production, even without external perturbations, as two of the regions, PF and STS, are known
to have inversely correlated levels of activation across individuals
during overt picture naming (Seghier et al., 2015).
In the context of development, it is noteworthy that sensory
preference depends on sensory experience as a previous study
showed that although all postlingually deaf subjects reliably
adapted to altered somatosensory feedback during speech production, one third of normally hearing subjects do not (Nasir
and Ostry, 2008). The cortical speech circuit may be reorganized
over the course of human development depending on one’s
activities and the surrounding environment. This biological adaptation may account for sensory preference and enable flexible
but stable human speech abilities.
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